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1. Text Analytics Module
Text analytics is a process that helps to better exploit unstructured information by adding structure to the content in
the form of new metadata values. The optional Coveo Text Analytics module allows you to analyze and tag indexed
documents containing specific information. Once this information is in the index, you can use it to create facets,
provide relevant query suggestions, analyze, consolidate and correlate documents and trends to offer a better
insight to the end-user.

1.1 Text Analytics Application Examples
The following are examples where text analytics can be applied and provide great benefits.
Improved navigation with topic-based facets
End-users can efficiently drill down to documents they are looking for using facets. You can use text analytics to
extract themes and named entities and create facets based on this information to improve search results
navigation.
Expertise finding
Finding experts on a subject or domain is a need found in many organizations. Text analytics can help identify
experts based on dynamic analysis of how people in an organization are linked to content (authors, owners,
mentioned in, linked to).
Improved efficiency of customer service agents
Customer service agents generally need to find answers and solutions to client's issues from a large number of
structured and unstructured content sources. You can use text analytics to extract many relevant information
types from case descriptions, knowledge base articles, wikis, issue tracking systems, emails, etc. When an
agent opens a case, Smart Relations lists automatically present related content from various sources.
Customer review analysis
Knowing what clients think of products is key information to all successful businesses. You can use text
analytics to extract company names, product names, themes and perform sentiment analysis on customer
review sites or forums, and then create facets based on this metadata. Product management people can then
easily analyze what customers like and dislike about their company's products and those of their competitors.
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Example: In the following Knowledge Base console, the user searched for firmware and gets matching
knowledge base articles in the middle of the screen. The user can then use the facets on the left to refine search
results and review related information from other sources on the right. Text analytics is behind several insightful
user interface elements of this console.

Product facet based on the extracted Product named entity.
Theme facet based on the extracted Themes.
List of Experts built by linking extracted People named entity with keywords and Themes.
List of Resolved Tickets from issue tracking system sharing similar extracted Themes as the current
search results.
List of posts from Communities sharing similar extracted Themes as the current search results.

1.2 Module Components
The installer of the Text Analytics module deploys the following components:
l

TAnGO administration tool
A tool used to register, setup, and manage text analytics configurations (see "TAnGO Administration Tool" on
page 8).
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l

Coveo Job Scheduling (CJS) service
The service responsible for launching and monitoring runs and jobs (see "Coveo Job Scheduling Service" on
page 6).

l

Predefined run and job pipeline plugins
A set of useful plugins that you can assemble as building blocks to easily create a complete text analytics
pipeline (see "Text Analytics Run Plugins" on page 30 and "Predefined Text Analytics Job Plugins" on page
43).

l

Entity discovery plugin
A text analytics pipeline can use an entity discovery plugin (Salience) to extract themes and named entities as
well as perform sentiment analysis from documents (see "Entity Discovery Plugin" on page 4).

l

Text analytics developer framework
The CustomImplementations C# framework includes the code of all predefined plugins (see "Text Analytics
C# Developer Framework" on page 10).

Text Analytics Module - Feature History
Version

Date

Features

2.0.13+

November
2012

Addition of the LoggingVerbosity pipeline global configuration parameter (see " Text
Analytics 2.0.13+ (November 2012)" on page 29).

2.0.11+

October
2012

l

l

4www.coveo.com

Addition of the FetchBatchSize pipeline global configuration parameter (see
"<FetchBatchSize>" on page 29).
Addition of new predefined job plugins (see "MasterFieldMoverJob" on page 44,
"ClearFieldJob" on page 44).
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2. Entity Discovery Plugin
The entity discovery plugin can extract themes and named entities and perform sentiment analysis on textual
content.

2.1 Themes
Themes are noun phrases extracted from full text based on linguistic analysis. A noun phrase is a sequence of one
or more terms that can be replaced by a noun or pronoun. The entity discovery plugin typically extracts 2-word
themes.
Example: The expression community account management is a sequence of terms that can be replaced by it,
and could therefore be extracted as a theme.
Theme extraction works best on documents containing regular text made of complete sentences and not very well
on documents containing text chunks such as log files.
The relevance of a theme extracted for a single document is magnified when appearing in a correlation ranked
facet, allowing end-users to easily pull subject related documents from dispersed sources.

2.2 Named Entities
Named entities are unique text elements that can be classified in predefined categories. The entity discovery plugin
can extract named entities for a fair number of categories (company names, product names, people, job titles,
places, dates...). When found in a document, named entity values are saved as metadata named after the
corresponding category and attached to the document.
Example: With named entity extraction enabled, when processing the following sentence:
This article comments Paul Baker's favorite restaurants in Boston.

The following metadata and values are created for this document:
l

People = Paul Baker

l

Place = Boston

With named entity extraction enabled, the entity discovery plugin always generates metadata for all categories that
it supports and finds. In the text analytics pipeline, you can use a filter plugin to only pass metadata from named
entity categories of interest to the outputter stage (see "SalienceMetadataExtractor" on page 35 and
"MetadataFilter" on page 38).
Facets using named entities allow end-users to easily find documents referring to specific name entities.

2.3 Sentiment Analysis
The entity discovery plugin can use the optional Sentiment Analysis feature to calculate an overall sentiment score
for a document by finding predefined expressions associated with positive or negative sentiment and summing their
respective sentiment scores. Sentiment analysis produces best results with full sentence content that is likely to
include judgments, opinions, or moods such as posts from customer review communities.
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Example: With sentiment analysis enabled, when processing the following sentence:
This is the worst and most painful software installation I ever went through. However,
once installed, its features are nice.

An overall Negative sentiment is returned since the terms worst and most painful carry a significantly
negative score compared to the word nice that carries a positive score. Other terms are Neutral as they do not
carry sentiment.
By default, sentiment analysis returns either Positive, Neutral, or Negative sentiment. You can however
configure multiple-levels and customize the sentiment level names (see "SalienceMetadataExtractor" on page 35).
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3. Coveo Job Scheduling Service
The installer of the Text Analytics module deploys and registers the Coveo Job Scheduling (CJS) service as a
Windows service so that you do not have to worry about starting it. The CJS service registers and manages
execution of text analytics tasks in the form of runs and jobs (see "Runs Versus Jobs" on page 27).
When starting the CJS service for the first time, the [Text_Analytics_Path]\CJS\ folder and the schedule
configuration file (SchedulerConfig.jbf) are automatically created. No text analytics pipeline is registered by
default. You can use the TAnGO administration tool to easily create, register, and run text analytics tasks once or at
regular time intervals (see "Managing Text Analytics Pipeline Configurations" on page 24).
The CJS service logs information in its own folder. When you register a new task using TAnGO or the command
line, the scheduler saves the path of the pipeline configuration file together with other information required to
launch the tasks.

3.1 Standalone Mode
You can also start the service in standalone mode. This mode is useful when you build and test your text analytics
pipeline in a development environment.
You can start the CJS service in standalone mode from a command prompt, using the following command:
[Text_Analytics_Path]\Bin\CJSService2.exe -standalone

The CJS service console window appears.

Note: The Windows Firewall may block some features of the CJS service. In this case, select your network and
then click Allow Access.

3.2 Command Line Options
From a command prompt, you can get the list of CJS service command line options by launching the CJS service
executable with no arguments:
[Text_Analytics_Path]\Bin\CJSService2.exe
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The following window appears.
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4. TAnGO Administration Tool
The Text Analytics module comes with the TAnGO (Text Analytics 'n GO) administration tool that allows you to easily
manage text analytics tasks.

Toolbar from which you can Register, Duplicate, Unregister, Run, or Stop text analytics runs and jobs.
Panel presenting the list of currently registered text analytics runs and jobs.
Job Logs panel presenting the logs of the currently selected run or job allowing you to monitor its
progress.
Connection status with the Coveo Job Scheduling service and link to its Settings.
Create Configuration File button allowing you to easily create a new text analytics pipeline (see
"Creating a Custom Run or Job from a Template" on page 24
Job details panel presenting status information of the currently selected run or job, and allowing you to
edit the state (see "Reprocessing All Documents with a Text Analytics Run" on page 49).

4.1 Starting TAnGO
You can start TAnGO using one of the following methods:
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l

From the Windows Start menu, select All Programs > Coveo Text Analytics 2 > TAnGO.

OR
l

From a command line:
1. From the Windows Start menu, select All Programs > Accessories > Command Prompt.
2. In the Command Prompt window, change to the [Text_Analytics_Path]\Bin\ folder, type TAnGO, and
then press Enter.

4www.coveo.com
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5. Text Analytics C# Developer Framework
The Text Analytics module comes with a set of files that allows programmers from your organization or from a third
party to easily start developing custom text analytics features. The files are available in the [Text_Analytics_
Path]\SDK\Custom.TextAnalytics.Implementations\ folder.
The package includes:
l

A Visual Studio project file (Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.Custom.csproj)

l

Code for all predefined run and job plugins
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6. Text Analytics Module - Deployment Overview
CES 7.0.4863+ (September 2012)
This topic presents the main tasks to deploy the Text Analytics module.

To deploy the Text Analytics module
1. Ensure that you use a Coveo Enterprise Search version 7.0.4863+ that is fully compatible with the Text
Analytics module version 2.0.5+.
2. After acquiring the optional Text Analytics module, ensure that you received the following information from
Coveo (if not contact Coveo Support):
l

Coveo license file supporting text analytics and super user access

l

License file for the entity discovery plugin (Salience)

l

Link to download the installer of the Text Analytics module

3. Ensure that your Coveo Master server uses the Coveo license with text analytics support.
CES 7.0.4887+ (November 2012) In the Administration Tool, go to the Configuration > License page, and
verify that a check mark appears next to Text Analytics Allowed.

Note: When the Coveo license does not support text analytics and you attempt to run a text analytics run or
job, the Text Analytics is not allowed by CES license message appears in the TAnGO Job Logs
panel.

4. Select or create a user to run the text analytics processes:
a. Select or create an Active Directory domain user that you will set later to run the Coveo Job Scheduling
(CJS) service that manages text analytics runs and jobs.
Account requirements:
l

Dedicated to Coveo processes

l

Password that never changes to prevent access errors.
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Note: If you must use an account with a password that must change regularly, you will need to also
change the password for Coveo Job Scheduling Service 2 (Text Analytics) in Windows Services
whenever it changes in Active Directory.
Tip: Use the same account as the one running the CES service.
b. Grant super user access (with the Access Everything option selected) to the account to ensure that the
text analytics processes have read access to all indexed documents. Note the super user ID. You will need
it later.
5. Install the Text Analytics module (see "Installing the Text Analytics Module" on page 12).
6. Set the basic parameters needed by all the text analytics runs and jobs (see "Performing the First Time Setup of
the Text Analytics Module" on page 16).
7. Ensure that the installation and configuration allows the text analytics module to produce usable outputs:
a. Use an out-of-the-box run template to produce your first text analytics tag fields in the unified index (see
"Testing the Text Analytics Installation" on page 19).
b. Take advantage of text analytics output in your .NET search interface by adding facets based on the newly
created tag fields.
Example: Create a facet that lists the places found in your documents using the @txtanplace tag field.
The facet allows end-users to easily find documents referring to selected locations.

6.1 Installing the Text Analytics Module
The installer of the Text Analytics module allows you to easily install all the components of the module. You typically
install the Text Analytics module on the Coveo Master server.
Note: Consider installing the module on a separate server only when CES and Text Analytics processes compete
for server resources and start to affect server performances. Text analytics operations can be CPU intensive and
can impact performances of a Coveo Master server that is already busy indexing content or serving queries.
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To install the Text Analytics module
1. Using an administrator account, connect to the server on which you want to install the Text Analytics module.
2. Download the latest version of the Text Analytics installer, depending on your license:
l

l

TextAnalytics x64
TextAnalytics with Salience x64 when your license include the Salience Engine

Note: If you are still running on a 32-bit server, Win32 versions of the Text Analytics module are also
available. Contact Coveo Support to get these installers.
3. Execute the Text Analytics installer:
a. In the welcome screen, click Next.
b. In the Select Destination location screen, when you want to install the files in a folder other than the
default folder (c:\TextAnalytics), click Browse to select the installation folder, and then click Next.
Note: It is not recommended to install the Text Analytics module in the [Drive]\Program Files\
folder. The destination folder will contain binary executable files but also, log and configuration files for
which write permissions may be denied and cause errors.
c. In the Configure Job Scheduling service account screen, enter the credentials (Domain, Username, and
Password) for the Active Directory account that you chose to use, and then click Next.
Note: The Text Analytics module does not support using a local account.
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d. In the Ready to Install screen, click Install.
e. In the Completing the Coveo Text Analytics Setup Wizard screen, select the Run configuration utility
check box, and then click Finish.
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4. The TAnGO Coveo Text Analytics Configuration window appears. In the upper-right corner, ensure that the
status of the connection between TAnGO and the Coveo Job Scheduling service is Service: Connected.

If it is not the case:
l

l

Ensure that the Coveo Job Scheduling service runs as a Windows service or in standalone mode (see
"Coveo Job Scheduling Service" on page 6).
Click the Settings link and verify that TAnGO is looking for the Coveo Job Scheduling service on the
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correct machine and port.

What's Next?
Perform the initial configuration of the Text Analytics module (see "Performing the First Time Setup of the Text
Analytics Module" on page 16).

6.2 Performing the First Time Setup of the Text Analytics Module
Once the Text Analytics module is installed, you must configure the location of required files and the connection to
Coveo Enterprise Search (CES). This configuration generally only needs to be done once.

To perform the first time setup of the Text Analytics module
1. On the server where your installed the Text Analytics module:
a. Copy the entity discovery plugin license file (license.v5) that you received from Coveo to the [Text_
Analytics_Path]\Lexalytics\ folder.
b. If you installed the module on a server other than the Coveo Master server:
i. From the Coveo Master server, copy the a search security certificate file used by your Coveo FrontEnd server(s) (such as [Index_Path]\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12).
ii. On the server where the Text Analytics module is installed, paste the certificate file in a text analytics
subfolder of your choice.
Example: Create the D:\TextAnalytics\CES_Certificates\ folder, and then paste the
certificate file in it.
2. Start TAnGO (see "Starting TAnGO" on page 8).
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3. In TAnGO, click Create Configuration File.
4. In the Create New Configuration File dialog box:
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a. In the Text Analytics section, under Salience, in the License box, ensure that the path/filename points to
the entity discovery plugin license file that you saved earlier.
b. In the CES section, under Server Information:
i. In the Host box, when you installed the Text Analytics module on a server other than the Coveo
Master server, enter the name of the Coveo Master server, otherwise, leave localhost.
ii. When CES uses a port other than the default one (52800), in the Port box, enter the port used.
iii. In the Certificate box, ensure that the path points to the location of a valid search security certificate
file.
iv. In the Super User Token box, paste the ID of the super user account that you created and copied
earlier for the Text Analytics module.
c. Still in the CES section, under Admin Service Credentials, enter the credentials of the administrator
account to use (Domain\Username and Password).

4www.coveo.com
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Note: This account must have CES administrator permissions as it communicates with the
CES administration web service to perform tasks such as license status verification and tag field creation.
If the password changes, you must recreate the configuration.
d. Click Save.
e. In the Save Configuration File as dialog box, browse to the [Text_Analytics_Path]\Config\ folder,
in the File name box enter a name of your choice (ex: FirstTimeSetup), and then click Save.
The parameters that you configured in this procedure will be automatically included in new pipeline
configuration files that you create using templates.

What's Next?
Ensure that your text analytics installation and configuration is operational (see "Testing the Text Analytics
Installation" on page 19).

6.3 Testing the Text Analytics Installation
Once both the text analytics installation and first time setup are completed, you can use one of the out-of-the-box
templates to validate that your text analytics implementation is operational.

To test the text analytics installation
1. Using an administrator account, connect to the server on which the Text Analytics module is installed.
2. Start TAnGO (see "Starting TAnGO" on page 8).
3. In TAnGO, click Create Configuration File.
4. In the Create New Configuration File dialog box:
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a. In the Text Analytics section, under Paths, in the Configuration Template box, browse to select one of
the out-of-the-box run or job templates available in the [Text_Analytics_Path]\Config\ folder.
Example: By default, the run-Template.xml file extracts themes, places, person names, and company
names, and then tags documents containing those using new tag fields (@txtantheme, @txtantheme,
@txtanplace, @txtanperson, and @txtancompany).
b. Click Save and Register.
c. In the Save Configuration File as dialog box, browse to the [Text_Analytics_Path]\Config\ folder,
in the File name box enter a name of your choice (ex: run-TemplateTest), and then click Save.
5. In TAnGO:
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a. In the top-left panel, click your run or job to see its state in the Job Details panel.
b. When the run or job starts following the time interval schedule, in the Job Logs panel, verify that logged
activities appear to run smoothly.
c. If error messages appear, review the installation and first time setup steps to fix them (see "Installing the
Text Analytics Module" on page 12 and "Performing the First Time Setup of the Text Analytics Module" on
page 16).

What's Next?
Take advantage of text analytics output in your .NET search interface by adding facets based on the newly created
tag fields.
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7. Text Analytics Pipeline Configuration
Text analytics operations are defined in a pipeline consisting of one or more stages. The pipeline stages are
defined in an XML configuration file that starts with a global configuration section (see "Text Analytics Global
Configuration Parameters" on page 27). Each XML configuration file can define one or more text analytics runs or
jobs (see "Runs Versus Jobs" on page 27).
Text analytics pipelines are registered in the Coveo Job scheduler (CJS) service using TAnGO (see "Managing
Text Analytics Pipeline Configurations" on page 24). The CJS service manages the launch of a pipeline once or at
specified regular intervals.

7.1 About Runs
A run is a text analytics pipeline that sequentially applies a set of stages on a set of documents.
Example: Typically, a set of documents is fetched from the Coveo unified index, text analytics metadata is
extracted, and the metadata is injected back in the index in the form of tag fields.

The pipeline is composed of stages of the following types in the following order:
Fetcher
A run always starts with a fetcher plugin that retrieves documents to be processed by the pipeline (see
"Predefined Text Analytics Fetcher" on page 30). There can be only one fetcher plugin in a pipeline.
Filters
The pipeline can contain one or more filter plugins used to exclude specific type of content from the fetched
documents, before they are processed further (see "Predefined Text Analytics Filters" on page 31).
Extractors
At the center of the text analytics process, one or more extractor plugins create and attach metadata to
processed documents (see "Predefined Text Analytics Extractors" on page 32).
Normalizers
One or more normalizer plugins clean-up the metadata created by the extractors (see "Predefined Text
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Analytics Normalizers" on page 37).
Outputter
At the end of the pipeline, an outputter plugin saves the text analytics results somewhere. There can be only
one outputter plugin in a pipeline (see "Predefined Text Analytics Outputters" on page 40).
The pipeline structure for a run is shown in the following XML configuration file sample.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<TextAnalyticsService>
<!-- Global configuration parameters -->
<Configuration>
...
</Configuration>
<!-- Definition of the run -->
<!-- Set the name of your run -->
<Run Name="MainRun">
<!-- Plugin used to fetch the documents to process -->
<Fetcher>
...
</Fetcher>
<!-- Extract stuff -->
<Extractors>
<!-- First extractor -->
<Extractor>...</Extractor>
...
<!-- Nth extractor -->
<Extractor>...</Extractor>
</Extractors>
<!-- Normalize metadata names and values -->
<Normalizers>
<!-- First normalizer -->
<Normalizer>...</Normalizer>
...
<!-- Nth normalizer -->
<Normalizer>...</Normalizer>
</Normalizers>
<!-- Plugin used to output the result of the text analytics run -->
<Outputter>
...
</Outputter>
</Run>
</TextAnalyticsService>

7.2 About Jobs
A job is a one stage pipeline that you can use when you need to execute general tasks that should not be executed
on each individual document.
Example: You can use a job when you want to use CES tagging queries, copy files, programmatically change a
configuration in CES, perform a maintenance task, etc.

What's Next?
Review the procedure to create, run, and fine-tune text analytics pipelines (see "Managing Text Analytics Pipeline
Configurations" on page 24).
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7.3 Managing Text Analytics Pipeline Configurations
Once you successfully deployed your Text Analytics module and understand what a pipeline is, you can start
creating, running, and fine-tuning your own text analytics pipelines.

7.3.1 Creating a Custom Run or Job from a Template
You can easily create a typical pipeline configuration with pre-populated values for many parameters starting from
a template. Run or job template files contain placeholder variables for many parameter values that are
automatically filled with appropriate values when you create a configuration using them.

To create a custom run or job from a template
1. Start TAnGO (see "Starting TAnGO" on page 8).
2. In TAnGO, click Create Configuration File.
3. In the Create New Configuration File dialog box:
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a. In the Text Analytics section, under Paths, in the Configuration Template box, select the run or job
template file on which you want to base your custom configuration.
b. Click Save.
c. In the Save Configuration File as dialog box, browse to the [Text_Analytics_Path]\Config\ folder,
in the File name box enter a name of your choice for your custom pipeline (ex: MyFirstPipeline), and
then click Save.
4. Using a text editor:
a. Open the pipeline configuration file that you just created.
b. Respecting the XML format of the file and of available plugins, modify or remove existing plugins or add
new ones to achieve desired results (see "Text Analytics Run Plugins" on page 30 and "Predefined Text
Analytics Job Plugins" on page 43).
c. Save the file.

7.3.2 Running a Custom Run or Job
1. Start TAnGO (see "Starting TAnGO" on page 8).
2. In TAnGO:
a. Click Register.
b. In the Open Configuration File dialog box, select the configuration file for the custom run or job that you
want to execute, and then click Open.
The selected pipeline starts to run once or at scheduled time intervals.
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c. In the Job Logs panel, review text analytics activity logs to verify that the run progresses without errors.

7.3.3 Fine-Tuning the Text Analytics Output
Once you ran your custom pipeline, fine-tuning the output is often an iterative process involving adding and tuning
plugins until the desired output is achieved.

To fine-tune the text analytics output
1. Inspect the output of your text analytic pipeline.
Example: In your search interface, create facets based on fields created by your text analytics pipeline.
Inspect the item of these facets .
2. In a run, when unnecessary or too much content is processed:
a. Consider tuning the fetcher plugin to better scope the document set to process (see "Predefined Text
Analytics Fetcher" on page 30).
b. Consider using filters to exclude part of the fetched content before proceeding with the extraction (see
"Predefined Text Analytics Filters" on page 31).
3. When you want to find and tag documents containing specific text strings, consider creating a white list that
includes these values and add a whitelister plugin to the pipeline (see "Whitelister" on page 32).
4. When unwanted values appear in extracted metadata, consider creating one or more blacklist files and adding
one or more blacklister plugins to eliminate the unwanted occurrences (see "MetadataBlackLister" on page
37).
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5. When two or more values of extracted metadata correspond to a unique element, consider adding one or more
normalizer plugins to homogenize metadata values (see "MetadataNormalizer" on page 39).

7.4 Runs Versus Jobs
The Text Analytics module can perform operations either as a run or as a job. The following table summarizes the
similarities and the differences between the two types of operations.

Aspect

Run

Job

Brief
definition

Sequence of pipeline stages
iteratively executed on a set of
documents.

Executes a piece of code to perform any task and does not
operate on a set of documents.

Executed
When to use

By the Coveo Job Scheduling (CJS) service
l

l

Performance

l

l

Operations must be performed
on each document of a set, one
at a time.
To initially process all indexed
documents and process new,
deleted, or changed indexed
documents at regular intervals.
Dependent on document set
size and the number and
resources required by each
pipeline
Changes in the pipeline
normally require to reprocess
all documents in the pipeline,
one by one.

l

l

l

l

One shot operation such as maintenance tasks like
creating a backup, checking something, granting
permissions, creating tag fields in the Coveo unified
index, etc.
To whitelist, blacklist, or normalize known values in all
documents using tagging queries.
Dependent on the code of the plugin
Changes to whiltelists, blacklists, and normalizers can
be quickly applied to the index since each
modification is applied on all specified documents
simultaneously using CES tagging queries.

Example: After completing a text analytics run that processed all documents in your Coveo unified index, you
need to normalize or blacklist extracted items. To do so:
1. Add the necessary terms to blacklisting and normalization files.
2. Add the blacklisting and normalization plugins using these files to your run so upcoming scheduled
executions will blacklist and normalize terms for new index documents.
3. Use a job to efficiently perform normalization and blacklisting for the index documents that have already been
processed.

7.5 Text Analytics Global Configuration Parameters
Text analytics global configuration parameters apply to the run(s) and job(s) defined in the current configuration file.
The values of several global configuration parameters are automatically set when you use a template to create a
new configuration file (see "Creating a Custom Run or Job from a Template" on page 24).
Global configuration parameters:
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<Continuous>
Set this parameter to True to launch the run at a regular time interval specified in the <SleepBetweenRuns>
parameter. Activate the continuous mode when you want to process new indexed documents at regular
intervals. The launch is canceled when the run is already active.
<SleepBetweenRuns>
This parameter specifies the time interval in milliseconds (ms) between runs when the <continuous>
parameter is set to True. Select a time interval that is long enough to ensure that a typical incremental run
completes within the time interval, and short enough to ensure new indexed documents are readily processed
to maintain the text analytics data freshness without wasting CPU resources.
<NbThreads>
This parameter specifies the number of threads that the pipeline can use. Using more than one thread is
particularly useful with CPU intensive extractors such as the SalienceMetadataExtractor. Text analytics
processing such as theme and named entity extraction can be CPU intensive. Select the number of threads to
be equal to the number of CPU cores that you can afford to devote to text analytics.
<StateDir>
For runs only, this parameter specifies the folder where the pipeline state is saved in a cookie file. When using
the CESIQuerierFetcher, the state contains the rowid of the last processed document. The default value is
[Text_Analytics_Path]\Config\state\.
<ThemeMetaName>
For runs only, this parameter is required to specify the name to use for the Themes metadata when the pipeline
includes the SalienceMetadataExtractor plugin (see "SalienceMetadataExtractor" on page 35).
<SentimentMetaName>
For runs only, this parameter is required to specify the name to use for the Sentiment metadata when the
pipeline includes the SalienceMetadataExtractor plugin (see "SalienceMetadataExtractor" on page 35).
<CESCertificatePath>
This parameter specifies the folder and the filename of the valid Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) search security
certificate that the module must use to be able to fetch documents from the unified index. The default value is
[Index_Path]\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12.
When the Text Analytics module is installed on a server other than the Coveo Master server, ensure that the
path and file name correspond to where you copied the file (see "Performing the First Time Setup of the Text
Analytics Module" on page 16).
Example: When the Text Analytics module is installed on the Coveo Master server, the default is:
<CESCertificatePath>C:\ces7\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12 </CESCertificatePath

<CESSearchHost>
This parameter specifies the address of the Coveo Master server to use to fetch and tag indexed documents.
You can enter localhost when the Text Analytics module is installed on the Coveo Master server.
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<CESSearchPort>
This parameter specifies the port to use on the Coveo Master server to fetch and tag indexed documents. The
default value is 52800.
<SuperUserToken>
This parameter specifies the super user ID that the user running the Coveo Job Scheduling service must pass to
CES to be able to fetch all indexed documents. Paste the super user ID that you created (see "Text Analytics
Module - Deployment Overview" on page 11).
Example: Your super user ID is an hexadecimal GUID similar to this one: <SuperUserToken>e401b92d0f40-4b44-a85e-0eb56d9e06c2</SuperUserToken>

<FetchBatchSize>
This parameter specifies the number of documents fetched from the unified index by the CESIQuerierFetcher
plugin for each batch. The default value is 100 and the maximum value is 1000. This parameter is available in
Text Analytics version 2.0.11+.
Text Analytics 2.0.13+ (November 2012)
This parameter specifies the level of details that is logged. The default value is All. Other options are:
WarningsAndErrors and ErrorsOnly.
Example: The following configuration file sample shows the global configuration section as it appears in a run
template where placeholders in the %%[Parameter value]%% format will be replaced by appropriate values
when you create a pipeline configuration file using TAnGO (see "Creating a Custom Run or Job from a Template"
on page 24).
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<TextAnalyticsService>
<!-- Global configuration parameters -->
<Configuration>
<!-- The run will execute continuously, looking for new documents to process after the first pass
is completed. Waits SleepBetweenRuns (in ms) before checking for new results to process -->
<Continuous>True</Continuous>
<FetchBatchSize>100</FetchBatchSize>
<SleepBetweenRuns>30000</SleepBetweenRuns>
<NbThreads>2</NbThreads>
<!-- The name of the metadata for themes -->
<ThemeMetaName>Theme</ThemeMetaName>
<!-- Location of the file used to save the value of the ID of the latest processed document -->
<StateDir>%%TextAnalyticsRootDirectory%%\Config\state</StateDir>
<CESSearchHost>%%CESSearchHost%%</CESSearchHost>
<CESSearchPort>%%CESSearchPort%%</CESSearchPort>
<CESCertificatePath>%%CESCertificateFile%%</CESCertificatePath>
<!-- Super user token used to provide read access to all indexed documents to the text analytics
processes. -->
<SuperUserToken>%%CESSuperUserToken%%</SuperUserToken>
</Configuration>
<!-- Definition of the run -->
<Run Name="MainRun">
...
</Run>
</TextAnalyticsService>
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What's Next?
Look at the available predefined run and job plugins (see "Text Analytics Run Plugins" on page 30 and "Predefined
Text Analytics Job Plugins" on page 43).

7.6 Text Analytics Run Plugins
The Text Analytics module comes with a set or predefined plugins that you can use in a run. The available plugins
are grouped by stage type.

7.6.1 Predefined Text Analytics Fetcher
One and only one fetcher stage must appear at the beginning of a text analytics pipeline. The fetcher is responsible
for getting the document set on which the pipeline will operate.
There is currently only one predefined fetcher plugin available.

7.6.1.1 CESIQuerierFetcher
The CESIQuerierFetcher fetcher retrieves documents from the Coveo unified index to assemble the document
set that the text analytics pipeline will process. Use the following parameters to configure the fetcher.
<AddTitle>
<AddBody>
By default, the title and the body of each document are added to the content to be processed. You can set these
optional parameters to False to prevent these inclusions.
Note: AddBody works only when a Quick View is available for the indexed documents. You must select the
Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents source option to create document Quick Views.
<AddField>
Optionally, you can set one or more instances of this parameter to add the content of textual (string type only)
custom and system fields to the process content.
<Query>
This parameter scopes the retrieval of the documents by specifying a valid query.
Examples:
l

@syscollection=Intranet

Retrieves only documents from the Intranet collection.
l

@syssource="CRM"

Retrieves only documents from the CRM source.
l

@syslanguage=English

Retrieves only English documents.
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<SaveState>
This parameter must be set to True for continuous runs. The @sysrowid field value of the last processed
document is saved in a cookie file specified in the <StateFolder> global configuration parameter (see "Text
Analytics Global Configuration Parameters" on page 27).
<SaveStateFrequency>
This parameter specifies the number of documents to process between each saving of the @sysrowid field
value in the file specified in the <StateFolder> global configuration parameter. By default, the state is saved
every 30 documents to prevent writing to the file too often.
Example:
<Fetcher>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.CESIQuerierFetcher,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<!-- Scope which documents to retrieve -->
<Query>@uri</Query>
<SaveState>True</SaveState>
<SaveStateFrequency>30</SaveStateFrequency>
<AddTitle>True</AddTitle>
<AddBody>True</AddBody>
<AddField>@myfield</AddField>
<AddField>@anotherfield</AddField>
<!-- A valid CES certificate is needed to search and retrieve documents -->
<CertificatePath>C:\ces7\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12</CertificatePath>
</Configuration>
</Fetcher>

7.6.2 Predefined Text Analytics Filters
Filter plugins are responsible for removing specific type of content from each fetched document to prevent to
process them in the rest of the pipeline. They are used between the fetcher stage and extractor stage.

7.6.2.1 LongNonSentenceLinesFilter
The LongNonSentenceLinesFilter plugin determines whether a BLOB of text is structured like a sentence by
checking the presence of punctuation, spaces, etc. When it is not the case, such as for a folder path or a line of
programming language code, the BLOB of text is removed from the content sent to the rest of the pipeline. This filter
is useful to prevent sending non-phrasal content to the entity discovery plugin that could consume significant CPU
resources on the BLOB of text and extract no information. This filter does not have parameters.
<Filter>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.LongNonSentenceLinesFilter,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
</Configuration>
</Filter>

7.6.2.2 NonSentenceFilter
The NonSentenceFilter plugin analyzes each line of text and determines if it is a valid English sentence based
on word lookup such as stop words (a, the, of...) and statistical analysis (number of symbols, numbers, etc.). When
the line is found to not be a sentence, the line is removed from the content sent to the rest of the pipeline. This filter
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is useful to prevent sending non-phrasal content to the entity discovery plugin that could consume significant CPU
resources on the BLOB of text and extract no information. This filter does not have parameters.
<Filter>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.NonSentenceFilter,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
</Configuration>
</Filter>

7.6.2.3 RegexLineFilter
The RegexLineFilter plugin evaluates each line of processed documents against one or more regular
expressions (regex) defined by the <Regex> parameter. If any one of the regexes matches the line, the line is
removed from the content sent to the rest of the pipeline. This filter is generic and powerful, but can require
significant CPU resources when specifying complex regular expressions.
Example: The following filter removes lines starting with the # symbol.
<Filter>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.RegexLineFilter,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<Regex>#.*$</Regex>
</Configuration>
</Filter>

7.6.2.4 EmailHeaderFilter
The EmailHeaderFilter plugin removes email header lines starting with From:, Sent:, Subject:, To:, and
Importance:. In general in the index, the email body retrieve by the fetcher does not include header lines. This
filter is useful in rare cases where indexed email documents include the email header lines and you want to
process these email messages without the header content. Note that the subject is generally set as the document
title so it is still processed even if the Subject: line is removed. This filter does not have parameters.
<Filter>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.EmailHeaderFilter,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
</Configuration>
</Filter>

What's Next?
Evaluate available extractors (see "Predefined Text Analytics Extractors" on page 32).

7.6.3 Predefined Text Analytics Extractors
The extractor stage is at the center of the text analytics process. Extractor plugins identify and extract specific types
of information from the content of the processed documents.

7.6.3.1 Whitelister
The Whitelister plugin reads a flat text file containing a list of expressions, one per line. Each expression is
searched in each processed document. When there is a match, the term is added as a metadata to the document.
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The listed expressions must match word boundaries. Only exact matches are extracted. Case sensitivity can be set.
Example: The following Whitelister plugin populates the ToyotaVehicles metadata with occurrences of
expressions found in the ToyotaVehicleList.txt file.
<Extractor>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.Whitelister, Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<MetadataName>ToyotaVehicles</MetadataName>
<FilePath>D:\TextAnalytics\Config\whitelists\ToyotaVehicleList.txt</FilePath>
<CaseSensitive>False</CaseSensitive>
</Configuration>
</Extractor>

Content of the ToyotaVehicleList.txt file:
Yaris Hatchback
Yaris
Corolla
Matrix
Prius c
Prius
Prius Plug-in
Prius v
Camry
Camry Hybrid
Venza
Avalon
Sienna
RAV4
Highlander
Highlander Hybrid
FJ Cruiser
4Runner
Sequoia
Tacoma
Tundra

7.6.3.2 CESQueryMetadataExtractor
The CESQueryMetadataExtractor plugin adds the specified value to the specified metadata when the document
matches the specified query.
Example: With the following CESQueryMetadataExtractor extractor definition, Potato will be extracted to the
metadata Vegetables when the document matches the CES query potato AND (grow OR cook OR
vegetable OR food).
<Extractor>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.CESQueryMetadataExtractor,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<Query>potato AND (grow OR cook OR vegetable OR food)</Query>
<MetadataName>Vegetables</MetadataName>
<MetadataValue>Potato</MetadataValue>
</Configuration>
</Extractor>

Note: The CESQueryMetadataExtractor plugin generates one query to CES for each document and can
therefore be slow when there are many documents.
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7.6.3.3 MetadataAdderExtractor
The MetadataAdderExtractor plugin simply adds the specified value to the specified metadata for all
documents.
Example: With the following MetadataAdderExtractor extractor definition, Potato will be added to the
metadata Vegetables for all documents.
<Extractor>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.MetadataAdderExtractor,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<MetadataName>Vegetables</MetadataName>
<MetadataValue>Potato</MetadataValue>
</Configuration>
</Extractor>

7.6.3.4 RegexMetadataExtractor
This RegexMetadataExtractor plugin finds documents matching one specified regular expression and sets the
value of the specified metadata name using one of following exclusive methods:
l

l

l

By default, writes all found matches when neither the <MetadataValue> or <MetadataReplacement>
parameters is defined.
Optionally, when one or more <MetadataValue> parameter is defined, writes the specified value(s).
Optionally, when one <MetadataReplacement> parameter is defined, writes the corresponding regular
expression replacement value.

This extractor is generic and powerful, but can require significant CPU resources when specifying complex regular
expressions.
Use the following parameters to define the extractor:
<Regex>
This required parameter specifies the regular expression (regex) that must be matched.
<MetadataName>
This required parameter specifies the name of the metadata to which a value is set when the content of a
document matches the regular expression.
<MetadataValue>
One or more occurrences of this optional parameter specify one or more values to save in the metadata when
the regular expression finds a match.
<MetadataReplacement>
This optional parameter specifies a regex replacement string used to create the metadata value from the
content of regex matches in the document.
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<CaseSensitive>
This optional parameter can be set to True to force the regular expression to be case sensitive. The default is
False.
Examples: A document to analyze contains only: "I want to eat a potato".
With this content, for this document, the following extractor sets the Vegetables metadata to potato.
<Extractor>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.RegexMetadataExtractor,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<MetadataName>Vegetables</MetadataName>
<Regex>(potato|tuberosum)</Regex>
</Configuration>
</Extractor>

With this content, for this document, the following extractor adds potato and tuberosum to the Vegetables
metadata.
<Extractor>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.RegexMetadataExtractor,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<MetadataName>Vegetables</MetadataName>
<Regex>(potato|tuberosum)</Regex>
<MetadataValue>potato</MetadataValue>
<MetadataValue>tuberosum</MetadataValue>
</Configuration>
</Extractor>

7.6.3.5 SalienceMetadataExtractor
The SalienceMetadataExtractor entity discovery plugin can extract one or more types of information (Themes,
Named Entities, Sentiment).
Example: The following extractor processes up to 4096 characters of each document, extracts themes, named
entities, and multi-level sentiment analysis.
<Extractor>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.Salience.SalienceMetadataExtractor,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<MaxDocLenToProcess>4096</MaxDocLenToProcess>
<!-- Location of Salience files -->
<SalienceLicensePath>E:\TXTAN\Lexalytics\license.v5</SalienceLicensePath>
<SalienceDirectory>D:\TXTAN\Lexalytics\data</SalienceDirectory>
<SalienceUserDirectory>D:\TXTAN\Lexalytics\user</SalienceUserDirectory>
<!-- Types of information to extract -->
<ExtractThemes>True</ExtractThemes>
<ExtractUserDefinedEntities>False</ExtractUserDefinedEntities>
<ExtractNamedEntities>True</ExtractNamedEntities>
<!-- Sentiment analysis configuration -->
<ExtractSentiment>True</ExtractSentiment>
<PositiveThreshold>0.15</PositiveThreshold>
<NegativeThreshold>-0.15</NegativeThreshold>
<SentimentLevels>True</SentimentLevels>
<SentimentLevelMultiple>2</SentimentLevelMultiple>
</Configuration>
</Extractor>
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Available parameters are:
<MaxDocLenToProcess>
The required MaxDocLenToProcess parameter defines the maximum number of characters from the content to
send to the entity discovery plugin for each document. The recommended value is 4096. Assuming that on
average English words contain 5 characters, 4096 characters correspond to about 800 words. A larger value
can significantly increase the time required to process the run for many large documents.
Note: With a MaxDocLenToProcess set to 4096, smaller documents like emails are most likely fully
processed. However, for longer documents containing thousands of word such as knowledge base articles,
only the first 800 or so words will be processed.
<SalienceLicensePath>
This required parameter specifies the path and name of the Salience license file.
<SalienceDirectory>
This required parameter specifies the folder where Salience data files are located.
<SalienceUserDirectory>
This required parameter specifies the folder where Salience user data files are located.
<ExtractThemes>
Set this optional parameter to True to activate the extraction of themes, in which case you must also specify the
<ThemeMetaName> global configuration parameter (see "<ThemeMetaName>" on page 28).
<ExtractNamedEntities>
Set this optional parameter to True to activate the extraction of predefined named entities. You cannot specify to
the entity discovery plugin which named entities to extract. When you are only interested in a subset of named
entities, you can use a normalizer stage to remove unwanted named entity metadata (see "MetadataFilter" on
page 38).
<ExtractSentiment>
Set this optional parameter to True to activate the sentiment analysis, in which case you must also specify the
<SentimentMetaName> global configuration parameter (see "<SentimentMetaName>" on page 28).
<PositiveThreshold>
<NegativeThreshold>
These parameters are required only when sentiment analysis is activated. The values are the level of sentiment
score required to return a Positive or Negative sentiment. For an in between score, the returned sentiment is
Neutral. Recommended values are respectively 0.15 and -0.15.
<SentimentLevels>
Set this optional parameter to True to instruct the plugin to return multiple sentiment levels: Very Positive,
Positive, Neutral, Negative, and Very Negative.
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<SentimentLevelMultiple>
When multiple sentiment level is activated, this parameter specifies the multiplier value applied to
<PositiveThreshold> and <NegativeThreshold> values to determine the threshold score to respectively
return Very Positive and Very Negative sentiment.
Example: With the <PositiveThreshold> , <NegativeThreshold>, and <SentimentLevelMultiple>
parameters respectively set to 0.15, -0.15, and 2, a document with a sentiment score greater than 0.30
returns a Very Positive sentiment. Similarly, a document with a sentiment score smaller than -0.30 returns
a Very Negative sentiment.
<VeryPositiveLabel>
<PositiveLabel>
<NeutralLabel>
<NegativeLabel>
<VeryNegativeLabel>
You can use these optional parameters to change the default label for the sentiment levels.
Example:
<Extractor>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.Salience.SalienceMetadataExtractor,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
...
<VeryPositiveLabel>Great!</VeryPositiveLabel>
<PositiveLabel>Good!</PositiveLabel>
<NeutralLabel>OK</NeutralLabel>
<NegativeLabel>Not so good...</NegativeLabel>
<VeryNegativeLabel>It's horrible!</VeryNegativeLabel>
...
</Configuration>
</Extractor>

7.6.4 Predefined Text Analytics Normalizers
You can use normalizer plugins in post-extraction stages to clean up metadata by either replacing or eliminating
values to produce a more homogeneous set of metadata values.

7.6.4.1 MetadataBlackLister
The MetadataBlackLister plugin removes from a specified metadata, values that are defined in a blacklist in the
form of a flat text file, one blacklist value per line.
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Example: With the following normalizer definition, values from the blacklist.txt file found with the same
capitalization in the metadata Theme are removed from the metadata.
<Normalizer>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.MetadataBlackLister,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<FilePath>D:\TextAnalytics\Config\BlackLists\blacklist.txt</FilePath>
<CaseSentitive>True</CaseSensitive>
<TypeRestriction>Theme</TypeRestriction>
</Configuration>
</Normalizer>

7.6.4.2 MetadataRegexBlacklister
The MetadataRegexBlacklister plugin removes from a specified metadata, values that match at least one of the
specified regular expressions. This normalizer is generic and powerful, but can require significant CPU resources
when specifying complex regular expressions.
Example: With the following normalizer definition, sequences of numerical characters and strings starting with '
are removed from the Theme and Place metadata.
<Normalizer>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.MetadataRegexBlacklister,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<CaseSensitive>False</CaseSensitive>
<TypeRestriction>Theme</TypeRestriction>
<TypeRestriction>Place</TypeRestriction>
<Regex>^[0-9]+$</Regex>
<Regex>^'.*$</Regex>
</Configuration>
</Normalizer>

7.6.4.3 MetadataFilter
When you use the SalienceMetadataExtractor entity discovery plugin, it extracts named entities for all
categories it knows (see "SalienceMetadataExtractor" on page 35). You can use the MetadataFilter plugin to
eliminate metadata for specific unwanted named entity categories.
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Examples:
With the following normalizer definition, only the Person, Company, and Place metadata are kept.
<Normalizer>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.MetadataFilter,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<InverseMode>True</InverseMode>
<FilteredName>Company</FilteredName>
<FilteredName>Person</FilteredName>
<FilteredName>Place</FilteredName>
</Configuration>
</Normalizer>

With the following normalizer definition, only the Person metadata are removed, all other named entity metadata
are kept.
<Normalizer>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.MetadataFilter,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<InverseMode>False</InverseMode>
<FilteredName>Person</FilteredName>
</Configuration>
</Normalizer>

7.6.4.4 MetadataNormalizer
The MetadataNormalizer plugin loads one specified text file or all text files found in the specified folder. The text
files must contain tab separated expressions. The first column contains a unique expression to look for. The second
column contains the replacement expression, or expressions separated by a semi-colon (;). You can restrict the
normalization to one or more metadata names, otherwise the metadata value normalization from all files applies to
all metadata.
Tip: In a pipeline, you can use more than one MetadataNormalizer instance, typically each applying the content
of one normalization file to one metadata.
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Example: With the following normalizer definition, the plugin loads the normalization expression pairs from the
D:\TXTAN\Config\Normalizations\PeopleNameNormalization.txt file.
<Normalizer>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.MetadataNormalizer,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<FilePath>D:\TXTAN\Config\Normalizations\PeopleNameNormalization.txt</FilePath>
<CaseSensitive>False</CaseSensitive>
<TypeRestriction>People</TypeRestriction>
</Configuration>
</Normalizer>

When the file contains the following lines:
RKennedy
R. Kennedy
Bob Kennedy
B. Obama

Robert F. Kennedy
Robert F. Kennedy
Robert F. Kennedy
Barack Obama;President

When found in the People metadata, Robert Kennedy's specified name variants are replaced by Robert F.
Kennedy. When B. Obama is found, it is replaced by two values: Barack Obama and President.

7.6.5 Predefined Text Analytics Outputters
One outputter stage completes the text analytics pipeline by sending the extracted information to the desired output.
Note: You can create a pipeline with no outputter stage to review logs of the process without saving to results.

7.6.5.1 CESITaggerOutputter
The CESITaggerOutputter plugin is the module used to save the result of the text analytics pipeline back in the
Coveo unified index using the tagging mechanism. This outputter saves metadata values extracted by the text
analytics pipeline for processed documents in tag fields. When it does not already exist in the index, a tag field is
automatically created and named by concatenating the specified prefix with the metadata name. You can optionally
clear all or specified tag fields to ensure the output of the current pipeline replaces existing values rather than be
appended to existing values.
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Example: With the following outputter definition, in the Coveo unified index, the values of the @txtantheme,
@txtancompany, @txtanperson, and @txtanplace tag fields are cleared for all processed documents and the
metadata extracted by this pipeline is associated to processed documents in the corresponding tag fields.
<Outputter>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.CESITaggerOutputter,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<TagNamePrefix>@TXTAN</TagNamePrefix>
<ClearAllTextAnalyticsTags>False</ClearAllTextAnalyticsTags>
<!-- Clear specified tag fields. Enter the tag field name, not the metadata name. -->
<ClearTagField>@txtantheme</ClearTagField>
<ClearTagField>@txtancompany</ClearTagField>
<ClearTagField>@txtanperson</ClearTagField>
<ClearTagField>@txtanplace</ClearTagField>
<!-- Following parameters automatically filled when created from templates using TAnGO -->
<CertificatePath>D:\CES7\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12</CertificatePath>
<TagFieldCreatorName>MyDomain\MyTextAnalyticsAccount</TagFieldCreatorName>
<TagFieldCreatorPassword Encrypted="True">dQxhR3dFtSuC4UZbDyE3Dw==</TagFieldCreatorPassword>
</Configuration>
</Outputter>

Available parameters are:
<TagNamePrefix>
This required parameter specifies the prefix concatenated to the metadata names to build tag field names. The
prefix can only include alphanumerical characters.
Example: With <TagNamePrefix>@TXTAN</TagNamePrefix>, Theme metadata values are injected in the
unified index in the @txtantheme tag field.
<ClearAllTextAnalyticsTags>
Set this optional parameter to True to delete all values from tag fields for which the name starts with the prefix
specified in the <TagNamePrefix> parameter. The default value is False.
Important: Be careful, the <ClearAllTextAnalyticsTags> parameter will delete values created by other
runs and jobs for tag fields which names start with the value specified in the <TagNamePrefix> parameter.
Example: When you have a first run with the <TagNamePrefix> parameter set to TXTAN2 and a second run
in which it is set to TXTAN, because TXTAN is a subset of TXTAN2, setting <ClearAllTextAnalyticsTags>
to True on the second run deletes tag field values produced by the first run!
<ClearTagField>
This optional parameter clears the values of the specified tag field. You can specify multiple instances of this
parameter.
<TagFieldCreatorName>
<TagFieldCreatorPassword>
These required parameters contain the username and password of a user that has permissions to create tag
fields in the Coveo unified index.
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Note: These parameters will be automatically filled with default values (encrypted for the password) when
creating your pipeline configuration files from TAnGO using a template (see "Creating a Custom Run or Job
from a Template" on page 24).
<TagFieldCreatorSecurityProvider>
This optional parameter specifies the security provider where the user specified in <TagFieldCreatorName>
parameter is defined. The default value is Active Directory.
<TagFieldSIDName>
This optional parameter specifies the tag field security ID (SID) to use to specify who has the permissions to see
the content of this tag field. This parameter allows you to restrict access to the content of a tag field to a specific
user or group of users. The default value is S-1-1-0 (Everyone).
<TagFieldSIDType>
This optional parameter specifies the tag field security ID (SID) type to use to specify who has the permissions to
see the content of this tag field. The default value is Unknown because everyone is the default
<TagFieldSIDName> value. Other valid values are User and Group.
<TagFieldSIDSecurityProvider>
This optional parameter specifies the security provider where the security ID (SID) specified in the
<TagFieldSIDName> parameter is defined. The default value is Active Directory.
Note: A run will stop if the CESITaggerOutputter plugin encounters a document that cannot be tagged in the
Coveo unified index. This can happen when the index becomes in read-only mode. A continuous run will restart at
the specified time interval and restart where it left whenever the index is back in read-write mode.

7.6.5.2 FSDumpMetadataPrinter
The FSDumpMetadataPrinter plugin saves extracted metadata to a specified comma-separated value (CSV) text
file. A line is created in the file for each extracted metadata value and is in the following format:
[DocumentID] [DocumentTitle] [MetadataName] [ExtractedMetadataValue]

This outputter is typically useful for pipeline debugging and fine-tuning purposes. You can inspect the file to review
the exact output of the pipeline, identifying problems as well as unwanted or missing output values.
Example: With the following outputter definition, the extracted values Theme, Company, and Person metadata are
saved to the C:\Temp\Debug-AllMetadata.csv file.
<Outputter>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.FSDumpMetadataPrinter,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<DirectoryPath>C:\Temp\</DirectoryPath>
<Prefix>Debug</Prefix>
<WantedField>Theme</WantedField>
<WantedField>Company</WantedField>
<WantedField>Person</WantedField>
</Configuration>
</Outputter>
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Available parameters:
<DirectoryPath>
This required parameter specifies the folder where the CSV file is saved.
<Prefix>
This required parameter specifies the prefix of the CSV file name, completed with -AllMetadata.csv.
<WantedField>
At least one instance of this parameter is required to specify metadata for which values will be outputted. Use
one instance of this parameter per metadata that you want to output.

7.6.5.3 FSDumpResultProcessor
The FSDumpResultProcessor plugin creates one text file per fetched document. The files only contain the fetched
content of the document, not original or extracted metadata. The files are saved in a specified folder with a name of
the form [DocID].txt where [DocID] is the value of the @sysrowid field of the document when the
CESIQuerierFetcher fetcher is used. Otherwise, the [DocID] is that set by the fetcher used to retrieve
documents. This outputter is typically useful for pipeline debugging to validate the content that is extracted by the
fetcher.
Example: With the following outputter definition, the fetched text content of each processed document is saved in
the C:\Temp\ folder in a file named after its [DocID].
<Outputter>
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.FSDumpResultProcessor,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<DirectoryPath>C:\Temp\</DirectoryPath>
</Configuration>
</Outputter>

7.7 Predefined Text Analytics Job Plugins
A job simply runs a piece of code. It does not work on a set of documents like a run does. The piece of code
associated with many of the following predefined text analytics job plugins take advantage of the Coveo tagging
mechanism to allow often efficient batch operations on text analytics tag fields.

7.7.1 CreateTagField
The CreateTagField plugin creates specified tag fields in the index. Unlike the outputter of runs, jobs cannot
automatically create the tag fields corresponding to extracted metadata names as they are not part of a document
pipeline. You must therefore run this job plugin to create necessary tag fields before running job plugins that save
metadata values in these tag fields.
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Example: The following job definition creates the @txtanexample1 and @txtanexample2 tag fields.
<Job Name="CreateTagFieldExample">
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.CreateTagFieldJob,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<CreateTagField>@txtanexample1</CreateTagField>
<CreateTagField>@txtanexample2</CreateTagField>
<!-- Create runs from templates using TAnGO to automatically fill the following parameters with
default values -->
<TagFieldCreatorName>MyDomain\MyTextAnalyticsAccount</TagFieldCreatorName>
<TagFieldCreatorPassword Encrypted="True">bQxhRBprtSuC4UZcDzE3Dw==</TagFieldCreatorPassword>
</Configuration>
</Job>

7.7.2 ClearFieldJob
The ClearFieldJob plugin internally lists all values found in a tag field, and then uses one tagging query for each
value to clear the values of a specific tag field for indexed documents returned by a specified query. This plugin is
available in Text Analytics version 2.0.11+.
Note: When the number of available tag field values is large, building the list can take minutes during which
nothing appears in the Job logs. Then, the tagging queries for each value start appearing in the job logs,
progressively clearing the tag field values in the index.
Example: With the following job definition, the values for the @txtantheme tag field are deleted for all indexed
documents returned by the @syslanguage=English query.
<Job Name="ClearFieldJob">
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.ClearFieldJob, Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<Name>ClearFieldJob</Name>
<TagField>@txtantheme</TagField>
<ScopeQuery>@syslanguage=English</ScopeQuery>
<CESSearchHost>localhost</CESSearchHost>
<CESSearchPort>52800</CESSearchPort>
<CESCertificatePath>D:\CES7\Config\Certificates\cert-iis.p12</CESCertificatePath>
<SuperUserToken>6ca0af68-3749-4c62-8854-8f4b70ba43c5</SuperUserToken>
</Configuration>
</Job>

7.7.3 MasterFieldMoverJob
The MasterFieldMoverJob plugin creates a new tag field containing the most frequent values from another tag
field. The goal of this migration is to create a top list from a long list of values and assign the top list tag field to a
facet rather than the original one to prevent long facet loading. This plugin is available in Text Analytics version
2.0.11+.
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Example: Several million themes were extracted from a document set. With the following job definition, the
@txtanmastertheme tag field is created and will contain the 10,000 most frequent themes found in the
@txtantheme tag field.
<Job Name="MasterFieldMoverJob">
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.MasterFieldMoverJob,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<Name>MasterFieldMoverJob</Name>
<!-- Leave TagFieldCreatorName empty if you do not want to dynamically create the tag fields -->
<TagFieldCreatorName></TagFieldCreatorName>
<!-- If TagFieldCreatorPassword is empty, Coveo.TextAnalytics.Setup will automatically asks for
this field value and encrypt it -->
<TagFieldCreatorPassword Encrypted="True"></TagFieldCreatorPassword>
<TagField>@txtantheme</TagField>
<MasterTagField>@txtanmastertheme</MasterTagField>
<MasterListSize>10000</MasterListSize>
</Configuration>
</Job>

7.7.4 BlacklistJob
The BlacklistJob plugin uses tagging queries to remove blacklisted values defined in a specified flat text file
from one or more specified tag fields for indexed documents returned by a specified query.
The format of the file containing the blacklisted expressions is the same as the one for the MetadataBlacklister
normalizer used in run stages so you can share the file between them (see "MetadataBlackLister" on page 37).
Example: With the following job definition, the BlacklistJob plugin removes values defined in the
D:\TextAnalytics\Config\normalizations\blacklist-example.txt file that are found in the
@txtantheme and @txtanplace tag fields for indexed documents returned by the @uri="gov" query.
<Job Name="BlacklistJobExample">
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.BlacklistJob, Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<Name>BlacklistJobExample</Name>
<TagField>@TXTANTheme</TagField>
<TagField>@TXTANPlace</TagField>
<ScopeQuery>@uri="gov"</ScopeQuery>
<FilePath>D:\TextAnalytics\Config\normalizations\blacklist-example.txt</FilePath>
</Configuration>
</Job>

7.7.5 NormalizationJob
The NormalizationJob plugin uses tagging queries to normalize values in one or more specified tag fields as
defined in a specified flat text file for indexed documents returned by a specified query.
The format of the file containing the normalization values is the same as the one for the MetadataNormalizer
normalizer used in run stages so you can share the file between them (see "MetadataNormalizer" on page 39).
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Example: With the following job definition, the NormalizationJob plugin homogenizes values found in the
@txtantheme tag field using normalized values defined in the
D:\TextAnalytics\Config\normalizations\normalization-example.txt file for English indexed
documents returned by the @syslanguage=English query.
<Job Name="TestNormalizerJob">
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.NormalizationJob,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<Name>TestNormalizerJob</Name>
<TagField>@TXTANTheme</TagField>
<ScopeQuery>@syslanguage=English</ScopeQuery>
<FilePath>D:\TextAnalytics\Config\normalizations\normalization-example.txt</FilePath>
</Configuration>
</Job>

7.7.6 WhitelistBasicMatcherJob
The WhitelistBasicMatcherJob plugin uses tagging queries to add values defined in a specified flat text file to a
specified tag field when found in indexed documents returned by a specified query.
The format of the whitelist file is the same as the one for the Whitelister plugin used in run stages so you can
share the file between them (see "Whitelister" on page 32).
Example: With the following job definition, the WhitelistBasicMatcherJob plugin adds values defined in the
D:\TextAnalytics\Config\whitelists\wizards-example.txt file to the @txtantheme tag field when
found in indexed documents returned by the @syslanguage=English query.
<Job Name="TestWhitelistBasicMatcherJob">
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.WhitelistBasicMatcherJob,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<Name>TestWhitelistBasicMatcherJob</Name>
<TagField>@TXTANTheme</TagField>
<ScopeQuery>@syslanguage=English</ScopeQuery>
<FilePath>D:\TextAnalytics\Config\whitelists\wizards-example.txt</FilePath>
</Configuration>
</Job>

7.7.7 WhitelistQueryMatcherJob
The WhitelistQueryMatcherJob plugin reads a flat text file that specifies one or more queries and a
corresponding tagging values. The plugin evaluates returned indexed documents against the queries, and when
there is a match, adds the corresponding value to the specified tag field.
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Example: With the following job definition, the WhitelistQueryMatcherJob plugin reads the query-basedjob-example.txt file. When a document contains either of the following words: cucurbita, squash, pumpkin,
courgette, fruits is added to the @txtantheme tag field.
<Job Name="TestWhitelistQueryMatcherJob">
<Impl>Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations.WhitelistQueryMatcherJob,
Coveo.TextAnalytics.Implementations</Impl>
<Configuration>
<Name>TestWhitelistQueryMatcherJob</Name>
<TagField>@TXTANTheme</TagField>
<ScopeQuery>@syslanguage=English</ScopeQuery>
<FilePath>D:\TextAnalytics\Config\whitelists\query-based-job-example.txt</FilePath>
</Configuration>
</Job>

The query-based-job-example.txt contains:
cucurbita OR squash OR pumpkin OR courgette

fruits

The file can contain one or more queries. Each query is on one line followed by a tab delimited tag field value. The
file format is not compatible with any module used for runs.
Note: The expression in the first column of the file is used as is for the query and must therefore be a complete
and valid query, including double-quote characters when needed.
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8. Clearing Text Analytics Tag Fields
At some point in the development of your text analytics implementation, you may need to clear all or some of the tag
fields set by previous text analytics jobs or runs.

To clear text analytics tags fields
l

When you only want to clear specific known tag field values:
1. Create a text file containing the list of values to clear.
2. Use the BlacklistJob plugin to clear the tags (see "BlacklistJob" on page 45).

l

When you want to clear all values of all tags or specified tags, you have two options:
Note: Regarding performance, when the number of documents to process is large and the number of unique
tag field values is small, using a job is faster. On the opposite, when the number of documents is small and
the number of tag field values is large, using a run is more efficient.
o

Option 1 - Using a run
1. Create a new run that processes all documents for which you want the tag fields to be cleared. For this
run, you only need CES fetcher and outputter plugins (see "CESIQuerierFetcher" on page 30 and
"CESITaggerOutputter" on page 40).
Tip: You can also reprocess all documents with an existing run (see "Reprocessing All Documents
with a Text Analytics Run" on page 49).
2. In the XML definition of the CESITaggerOutputter plugin, either set the
<ClearAllTextAnalytcsTags> parameter to True, or specify each field to clear using the
<ClearTagField> parameter.

o

Option 2 - Using a job
Use the ClearFieldJob plugin to remove all values of specified tag fields for documents returned by the
specified query (see "ClearFieldJob" on page 44).
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9. Reprocessing All Documents with a Text Analytics Run
Sometimes, you may need to restart a text analytics run from scratch, reprocessing all documents. The Text
Analytics module keeps track of which document was last processed by each registered run that was executed at
least once. This information is stored in a cookie file ([Run_Name].state), one per registered run, in the [Text_
Analytics_Path]\State\ folder. The cookie file only contains the @sysrowid field value of the last document
processed by the run.

To reprocess all documents from scratch
1. Start TAnGO (see "Starting TAnGO" on page 8).
2. Ensure that the run for which you want to reprocess all documents is registered, and then select it in the top-left
panel.
3. In the Job Details panel, on the line for the State parameter, click the reset icon

to clear the @sysrowid

field value, forcing the run to reprocess all documents.

State reset icon - Click to delete the @sysrowid field value and force the run to reprocess all documents.
4. On the toolbar, click Run to launch the run.
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